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While the score and soundtrack were composed by S. A. Rajkumar, the film is based on K. E. Gnanavel Raja's novel of same name. The
film was released on 16 February 2002. The movie was dubbed in Telugu as Chain Of Rose. Plot Sundar (Srikanth) is a poor man who
earns his living by making sandals. An old friend, Appu (Vinu Chakravarthy), wants him to help him move from Kolkata to Chennai with
his family to become a shoe maker. Appu's son, young Sundar, helps out while Sundar is away making the sandals. The family lives in a
rented room, when Sundar returns to Kolkata, and the landlord gives them an extension. Sundar, not knowing that he can demand free
rent by defaulting on payments, returns to Chennai with his family. He gets a job as a trainee in a shoe factory, where the factory owner's
daughter (Bhumika) works. Kalyani (Bhumika), an aspiring dancer, goes to stay with her sister (Yasmine) at home. An expat American
man (Joseph), who is romantically interested in Kalyani, follows her to Chennai and is surprised when he learns that she is staying in a
room for rent. Kalyani goes to an audition to dance at a big event. She is given two shoes, and is told that a girl will get an overnight
accommodation and a full salary if she can walk in those shoes. She dances and succeeds. This leads to a shoe designing competition at
the event. She wins the competition with her design. The next day, she and her hostess (Yasmine), who went to meet Sundar about the
room, go to see the shoe manufacturing factory. When the two women are in the factory to see the design process, a man (Sriman)
pretending to be a laborer asks the women to take off their shoes. He rapes her. The next day, Kalyani tells the truth and is comforted by
her sister and hostess. Kalyani decides to use her new-found wealth to get justice for women. She buys a huge plot of land and raises
funds by holding a day-long art show, featuring her dance skills. She raises enough money to buy a factory and produce shoes for the
women. After she produces the shoes, she is approached by a man (Sasi) who wants
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Ilango and Sriram are close friends who fall in love with the same girl, Mano. However, things take a different turn when Mano's
marriage is cemented with another man. read... The movie is interesting, but a little boring. Set in the United States, the plot is about
friendships and love falling apart, all because of a girl. At the end of the movie, Mano turns out to be that girl, but it's not that simple, it
turns out that she's engaged to another young man. The film is not for everyone, I think it is more suitable for those who like movies
about friendship. The film is for drama lovers. fffad4f19a
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